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Abstract
Variability of language units is the main feature of a language system and its activity. Variability has distinctive
features providing processes like coding, decoding, maintaining and transforming the information from one
generation to the other. One of the characteristic features of modern linguistics is the identification of invariants
in every level of a language system. It helps us to say that an invariant is the factor that provides the unity of
elements but a variant distinguishes different steps of this unity. Variability of language units is the main means
providing the communicative function of the language, or “the possibility of variability of language units is the
characteristic feature of the language nature”, as G. V. Stepanov says. (Stepanov, 1976, p. 223)
Variability is the characteristic feature of the realization of the units of phonological, morphological and
syntactic levels of the language in syntagmatics, in other words the units of these levels are represented in
variants in the speech act. The study of variability of the sentence intonation can be a great contribution to the
development of the variability problem. Our aim is to investigate melodic contour of adverbial clauses of cause
and result, the direction of intonation contour, the interval between syntagms and their register.
Keywords: variability, intonation contour, variant, invariant, syntagm, syntagmatic division, melody, tone,
semantics, diapason, linguistic and non-linguistic factors, acoustic parameters, oscillogram, intonogram
1. Introduction
The theoretical background of the article is based on some considerations, which were underlined in the works of
distinguished linguists F. Y. Veysalli & L.V. Sherba.
To define the composition of units of language levels and their variants, to study the mutual relation between
variant and invariant, to determine precise criteria for defining the variability diapason of separate language units,
etc. are actual problems in linguistics. The problem of variability has always attracted the researchers’ attention
and theoretical study of variability of language units is one of the actual problems.
Defining a syntagm as a minimal intonation unit of speech flow, formed in the process of speech, L. V. Sherba
characterized it as a unity of meaning and a material expression (Sherba, 1963, p. 87).
Syntagm is not only an acoustic- physiological fact, but also a pure linguistic fact, because the borderline
between syntagms is not arbitrary, and syntagm is defined for the close connection between its components. The
rising or falling tone within a syntagm makes an intonation pattern, expresses its syntactic structure and meaning.
Syntagm gains a concrete meaning only in the process of speech. The meaning of a syntagm depends on the
meaning of the whole utterance and its semantic meaning can vary due to the speaker’s intention. It should also
be added that the main feature of the syntagmatic division of the speech is the indivisibility of the syntagm for its
intonation. Both the syntactic structure of the sentences and the syntactic structure of the syntagms should be
taken into consideration while choosing language materials for the study of the sentence structure. The position
of the syntagmatic stress playing the crucial role in this division must be taken into account too (Yadigar, 1993, p.
174).
Syntagmatic division of the sentence is connected with its logical syntactic structure and the speaker’s attitude to
the spoken about. The division based on the speaker’s attitude to the phrase is changeable and undergoes
variability in the same sentence performed by different speakers.
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2. Literature Review
Variability being an immanent feature of the system is manifested in an expression and meaning and its main
essence is in invariants which always keep their characteristic feature. According to F. Y. Veysalli “variability
happens because of two immanent features of the language, like its iconicity and systematic characteristics. The
first of them includes variability possibilities in an implicit way, and the second doesn’t allow the variant of one
language unit to pass to the activity line of the other one and they control the diapason regulating the formation
of new invariant from a variant and the combination of two variants in one invariant.
According to G. P. Torsuyev, “constancy and variability are the main features of the language structure. ….the
language cannot exit and develop without them. …variability shows itself in every level of the language and in
their units in accordance with the characteristic feature of every level (Torsuyev, 1977, p. 3).
According to Zinder, “A close connection between intonation and the meaning of the sentence makes it one of
the main factors of communication… it is not necessary to understand all the words in the sentence to get its
meaning. The context makes it possible “to restore” the word, which was not heard, even when restoration does
not happen, understanding the meaning of a sentence is not excluded… and intonation plays an important role in
this case.” (Zinder, 1979, p. 268)
Linguistic and non-linguistic factors such as the length of the phrase, its syntactic structure, its position, the
number of different types of stress, intonation -content division, context and situation, the speaker’s intention, etc.
can affect the realization of intonation variability.
Like other units of the language, intonation contour can undergo variability, i.e. it can be represented in speech,
in variants for to their utterance or meaning. The variability of the utterance forms intonation types every
intonation contour of which differs in acoustic—articulatory features from one another and can be replaced by a
neutral member of the line.
Studying the characteristic features of intonation of composite-complex sentences, D. N. Yunusov writes: “… the
intonation structure of these units is always closely connected with grammar. The intonation structure of the
composite-complex sentences, as well as their grammatical characteristics are the expressions of common
conformity of language functions.” (Yunusov, 2008, p. 7)
Intonation provides the adequate perception of the speech in a concrete communicative situation. In this case
intonation demonstrates a balanced interrelation of the language and non-language factors in the speech, by
representing a fixed expression of communicative semantics of heterogeneous language means.
Pause, the change of melodic contour—the direction of general melodic movement (falling, rising), increase or
decrease of intensity, the variability of speed of utterance on syntagm boundary were considered as boundary
markers of syntagm. The composite-complex sentence is composed of main syntagms—principal and
subordinate classes. In adverbial complexes of cause and result the principal and subordinate clauses are
characterized according to their division into stable syntagms.
According to L. R. Zinder “melody serves to express communicative types of a sentence—declarative,
interrogative and affirmative more than the other components of intonation.” (Veysalli, 2009, p. 274).
It serves not only the division of speech acts, but also connection of its different parts. “…A rising intonation in
final position can express question, exclamation, surprise, doubt, hesitation, interest, suggestion, politeness or
non-finality. …A falling tone in speech is either an indicator of an independent meaning and a syntactical unit or
a completion of any complex.” (Veysalli, 2009, p. 272). According to Veysalli “…the rise—fall of tone makes its
melody.” As the results gained at the end of the research work depend on the calculation of value of the tone
(frequency), this matter requires a special attention.” (Yadigar, 1993, p. 177)
3. Methodology
Praat computer program was used for an experimental method to get oscillogram and intonogram of adverbial
clauses of cause and result. For this purpose some sentences were chosen and recorded by the English language
speakers and then inserted into this program to do speech analysis.
4. Results
Three types of intonation contour have been registered: with positive, negative intervals and equal intervals.
1). A positive interval between syntagms can be interpreted like this: as a terminal syntagm stands in
post-position, it has falling and rise-fall intonation contour, a characteristic feature of complete intonation. The
same occurrence takes place in the progredient syntagm as well. The falling level at the end of a progredient
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syntagm pproves its havinng a complete intonation.
In such senntences meloddy in last syllabbles of a terminnal syntagm iss lower than thhe melody indiccators of begin
nning
syllables oof a terminal syyntagm.

mpleteness. Fall-rise
2). Negatiive interval meeans the meloody contour off the first synttagm has an oobvious incom
intonation contour keepss on in the lastt syllables as w
well, and, thuss the melody ppeak of the firsst syntagm pre
evails
over the beeginning level of the second syntagm.
A significant differencee in negative iinterval is com
mpensated by the absence oof pause betw
ween syntagmss and
syntagmattic division. (keeeps its accuraacy, exactness))

3). In the iintonation conttour of equal levels either syyntagm has thee same tonal arrrangement.
The seconnd syntagm beggins with the ttonal level thaat the first synttagm is over aand repeats its rising-falling main
tone frequency.

5. Discusssion
Findings oof the currentt study prove that the struccture of melody change is composite, soome measuress and
parameterss are used to shhow the characcteristic featurres of the wholle melodic conntour and its seeparate parts.
The most important of thhem are: the ddirection of inttonation contour, the intervaal between synntagms, register, the
diapason oof indicators of
o acoustic paarameters in syyntagms, utterrance temp annd position of melody peak. The
changing of rising direction of mainn tone in the frame of term
minal tone or in intonation contour is mainly
m
connected with the purpoose of utterancce.
The sentennce Because shhe was late, shhe skipped breeakfast// [bɪˈkɒ
ɒz ʃi wəz leɪt ʃʃi skɪpt ˈbrekfəəst] consists off two
syntagms. The subordinaate clause is a progredient syyntagm, while the principal cclause is a term
minal one. How
wever,
in the com
mplex this inteerval is 274-232 hs in the ssubordinate cllause, and 2366-208 hs in thhe principal clause.
Maximum
m value of tone frequency is aat the beginninng of syntagms: 305 hs and 2267 hs. In the sentence [bɪˈk
kɒz ʃi
wəz leɪt ʃi skɪpt ˈbrekfəsst] the indicatoor according to the componennts is 269: 2400hs. In the anallyzed sentence
es the
melody is accompanied by
b a gradual fa
falling intonatioon as in declarrative sentencees.
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Graph 1. Melodic indicators of the sentences [bɪˈkɒ
ɒz ʃi wəz leɪt ʃʃi skɪpt ˈbrekfəəst] and [əz ˈaɪɪ həv əˈpɔɪntɪd ɪm
ˈsəʊ ˈaɪ meɪ dɪɪˈsmɪs ɪm ət ˈeeni ˈtaɪm]

Picturee 1. The oscilloogram and intoonogram of a ttwo-syntagm ssentence /Becaause she was laate, she skipped
bbreakfast//
In the senttence /As I havve appointed hhim, so I may ddismiss him at any time// [əz ˈaɪ həv əˈpɔɪnntɪd ɪm ˈsəʊ ˈaɪ meɪ
dɪˈsmɪs ɪm
m ət ˈeni ˈtaɪm]] the melody iis 298-196hs in the subordinnate clause, annd 204-210 hs in principal clause
(terminal ssyntagm). (Seee Graph 1)
In the anaalysed sentence/Since you’ree not having aanything else, you can havee two of everyything// [sɪns jə nɒt
ˈhævɪŋ ˈenniθɪŋ els ju kənn həv tuː əv ˈeevrɪθɪŋ] the reggistered meloddy indicators are 244-173 hhs and 216-146 hs.
(See Graphh 2)
In the com
mplex /Foras much
m
as the thhirst is intoleraable, the patieent may be inddulged// [fərəzzˈmʌtʃ əz ðə θɜːst s
ɪnˈtɒlərəbl̩l ðə ˈpeɪʃnt meɪ
m bi ɪnˈdʌldʒʒd] main tonee frequency inn the progredieent syntagm iis 278-210 hs,, and
228-211 hhs in the terminnal syntagm. T
Though meloddy has minimuum indicators at the end of subordinate clause
Graph 2)
(progredieent syntagm), it is relatively hhigher than thee indicators off the terminal ssyntagm. (See G
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Graphh 2. Main tonee frequency in sentences[sɪnss jə nɒt ˈhævɪŋŋ ˈeniθɪŋ els ju kən həv tuː əvv ˈevrɪθɪŋ] and
d
[fərəzˈmʌtʃ əzz ðə θɜːst s ɪnˈtɒlərəbl̩ ðə ˈpeeɪʃnt meɪ bi ɪnˈdʌldʒd]
mplex /And forr that wine is ddear, we will bbe furnished w
with our own/// [ənd fə ðət w
waɪn z dɪə wi wil̩
w bi
In the com
ˈfɜːnɪʃt wɪðð ˈaʊər əʊn] melody
m
in the ssubordinate claause standing in preposition is 249-244 hss, but 268-192 hs in
principal cclause. (See Grraph 2)

Picturre 2. The oscilllogram and inttonogram of a two-syntagm complex senteence [fərəzˈmʌʌtʃ əz ðə θɜːst s
ɪnnˈtɒlərəbl̩ ðə ˈppeɪʃnt meɪ bi ɪɪnˈdʌldʒd]

Graph 3. M
Main tone freqquency in senteences [ənd fə ððət waɪn z dɪə w
wi wil̩ bi ˈfɜːnɪɪʃt wɪð ˈaʊər əəʊn] and [ˈbiː ɪŋ ðət
ˈaɪ fləəʊ ɪn ˈɡriːf ðə ˈsmɔːlɪst twaɪnn meɪ liːd miː]
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In the senntence/Being that I flow in grief, the ssmallest twinee may lead m
me// [ˈbiːɪŋðətt ˈaɪfləʊɪn ˈɡrriːfðə
ˈsmɔːlɪsttw
waɪnmeɪliːd miː] the indicattors for aprogrredient syntaggm is 301-2300 hs and for a terminal syntagm
230-193 hs.

Picture 33. The oscilloggram and intonnogram of a two-syntagm senntence [ˈbiː ɪŋ ððət ˈaɪ fləʊ ɪn ˈɡriːf ðə ˈsmɔːlɪst
twaɪnn meɪ liːd miː]
An analoggical situation is observed inn post- positionn subordinate clauses of a ccomposite com
mplex sentence
e. For
example, iin the sentencee /I question m
my agenow because I feel tw
wice it// [ˈaɪ ˈkkwestʃən maɪ eeɪdʒ naʊ bɪˈkɒ
ɒz ˈaɪ
fiːl twaɪs ɪɪt] melody in the progredientt syntagm (priincipal clause) is 290-208 hss and 270- 1722 hs in the term
minal
syntagm. M
Maximum tonee frequencies aare registered aat the beginninng of syntagmss: 290 hs, 270 hs. (See Graph
h 4)
In the senttence/It all happpened becausse Barbara gott lost// [ɪt ɔːl ˈhhæpənd bɪˈkɒzz ˈbɑːbrə ˈɡɒt llɒst] melody be
egins
with a midddle register inn the principal clause. Maxim
mum tone frequuency was regiistered in the ssecond syllable
e of a
progedientt syntagm -3007 hs. Maximuum tone frequuency in the teerminal syntaggm was registered in the se
econd
syllable. T
The interval diffference of main tone frequenncy within synntagms is 37 hss (See Graph 44)

maɪ eɪdʒ naʊ bɪˈkɒz ˈaɪ fiːl tw
waɪs ɪt] and [ɪt ɔːl
ɔ
Graph 44. Main tone frrequency of thhe sentences [ˈaaɪ ˈkwestʃən m
ˈhæpənd bɪˈkkɒz ˈbɑːbrə ˈɡɒt lɒst]
/
I thannk thee that thoou hast heard m
me// [ˈfɑːðə ˈaaɪ θæŋk ðiː ðət ðaʊ hæst hɜːd
d miː]
Melody inn the sentence /Father,
begins witth a middle reggister then it geets its peak in the second annd third syllables and has a m
minimum frequ
uency
at the end of the syntagm
ms. Main tonee frequency beetween syntagm
ms is distributted as 268-2411 hs. The minimum
tone frequuency was obseerved in the laast syllable of a terminal synntagm in the ccomplex wholee, which is 183 hs.
(See Graphh 5)
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Graph 5. Main tone freequency in thee sentences [ˈfɑ
ɑːðə ˈaɪ θæŋk ððiː ðət ðaʊ hæ
æst hɜːd miː] annd [ðɪs wəz ə ɡʊd
ɡ
dɪˈsɪʒn̩ ˌɪˈnæssmʌtʃ əz ɪt wɜːkt fə ju]
The main ttone frequencyy in the sentennce /This was a good decisionn inasmuch as iit worked for yyou// [ðɪs wəz ə ɡʊd
dɪˈsɪʒn̩ ˌɪˈnnæsmʌtʃ əz ɪt wɜːkt
w
fə ju] is distributed as 353-216 hs annd 219-206 hs aaccording to syyntagms.

Picture 44. The oscilloggram and intonnogram of a tw
wo-syntagm senntence [ðɪs wəzz ə ɡʊd dɪˈsɪʒnn̩ ˌɪˈnæsmʌtʃ əz ɪt
w
wɜːkt fə ju]
es/We
In the anaalyzed compossite complex sentences resuult clauses aree used in posst positions. Inn the sentence
arrived eaarly, so that wee got good seatts// [we əˈraɪvdd ˈɜːli /ˈsəʊ ðətt wi ˈɡɒt ɡʊd ssiːts], /She sat behind me so that
t I
could not sseethe expression on her face// [ʃi sæt bɪˈhhaɪnd miː ˈsəʊ ððət ˈaɪ kəd nɒtt ˈsiː ði ɪkˈspreʃ
eʃn̩ ɒn hə feɪs] main
tone frequency in terminnal syntagms iss 247-197hs, 2260-216 hs andd 245-190 hs, 2247-164 hs in terminal synta
agms.
An avaragge value of maain tone frequeency of syntaggms is 238 hs, 247 hs, 252hss in progrediennt syntagms an
nd in
terminal syyntagms that iss 216 hs, 228 hhs, 232hs. (Seee Graph 6)

Graph 6. M
Main tone freqquency in [we əəˈraɪvd ˈɜːli / ˈsəʊ ðət wi ˈɡɒ
ɒt ɡʊd siːts] annd [ʃi sæt bɪˈhaaɪnd miː ˈsəʊ ðət ˈaɪ
kəd nɒt ˈsiː ðði ɪkˈspreʃn̩ ɒn hə feɪs]
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Picture 5. T
The oscillograam and intonoggram of a two--syntagm senteence [we əˈraɪvvd ˈɜːli /ˈsəʊ ðəət wi ˈɡɒt ɡʊd siːts]
ʊ ˈɡreɪt ðət ʃi stʊd
The compplex sentence Her joy was so great that she stood fasscinated// [hə dʒɔɪ wəz ˈsəʊ
ˈfæsɪneɪtɪdd] was pronounnced as a two--syntagm senteence by both oof the speakerss. The main tonne frequency in the
progrediennt syntagm iss 261-266 hs and 271-191 hs in a term
minal syntagm
m. Average toone frequencie
es in
progrediennt syntagms arre 263 hs andd 232 hs. Mellody relativelyy rises in proggedient syntaggms which infforms
about incoompleteness off thought. (See Graph 7)

ʊd ˈfæsɪneɪtɪd]] and [hi ˈpɒlɪʃʃt ðə flɔː ˈsəʊ hɑːd
h
Graph 7. Main tone freqquency in [hə dʒɔɪ wəz ˈsəʊ ˈɡreɪt ðət ʃi stʊ
ðət ju kəəd ˈsiː jə feɪs ɪnn ɪt]

d
Picturee 6. The oscillogram and intoonogram of a ttwo-syntagm ssentence [hə dʒʒɔɪ wəz ˈsəʊ ˈɡɡreɪt ðət ʃi stʊd
ˈffæsɪneɪtɪd]
ð ju
In the senttences/He polisshed the floor so hard that yoou could see yoour face in it/// [hi ˈpɒlɪʃt ðə fflɔː ˈsəʊ hɑːd ðət
kəd ˈsiː jə feɪs ɪn ɪt], /Thee atmosphere w
was so bad thaat I was happy to leave them/// [ði ˈætməsfɪə wəz ˈsəʊ bæ
æd ðət
ˈaɪ wəz ˈhæ
æpi tə liːv ðəm
m] main tone fr
frequencies in ppost position ssubordinate claauses are 248-182 hs, 258-25
51hs.
These indiicators for a prrogredient synttagm i.e., for a principal clauuse are 246-276 hs and 246-1196 hs.
The rise of main tone frrequency in the last syllable of the progreddient syntagm
m in the sentencce [hi ˈpɒlɪʃt ðə flɔː
ˈsəʊ hɑːd / ðət ju kəd ˈsiiː jə feɪs ɪn ɪt]| can be becausee of the acousttic quality of thhe vowel |a: |
Average toone frequencyy in progrediennt syntagms inn complex whholes is 258-2770 hs, and in terminal synta
agms
236-246 hs, the differencce in interval bbetween syntaggms is 27-12-224 hs.
weakening of main
m
tone freqquency in the last stressed vvowel is a charracteristic featture of intonattional
A strong w
completenness. Weakeninng of the main tone frequenccy undergoes a great variatioon not only in the stressed vo
owel,
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but also within the whole sentence, and the last stressed vowel gets a lower position in consequence to average
tone frequency.
F. Veysalli analyses tone movement in sentences with two or more syntagms like this:
The level of main tone frequency of the last syntagm in the sentences with more than one syntagm is the same
with that in one syntagm sentences (Yadigar, 1993, p. 190).
The pitch movement must be compared at the end of syntagms to define conformity of melodic structure of
sentences with two or more syntagms. Maximum weakening of main tone frequency is a characteristic feature in
last syllable of a terminal syntagm in various syntactic structures (Yadigar, 1993, p. 225).
F. Veysalli notes that maximum fall in melody is not connected with the syntactic structure: in melodic
description the peak can be at the beginning or in the middle, but common movement of main tone keeps its
falling direction (Yadigar, 1993, p. 191).
Though the sequence of the components of a complex syntactic whole (principal and subordinate clauses) is
connected with the situation every time, it is also free to some extent, i.e., it serves variability of replacement of
principal and subordinate clauses.
6. Conclusion
Following results have been obtained from acoustic analyses of intonation properties of complex sentences with
cause and result clauses in modern English: The inphrase and outphrase function of the intonation form
theoretical basis of the experiment. The outphrase function of the intonation serves to the communicative
composition of the phrase and inphrase function serves to its organization and syntagmatical division.
The acoustic indicators of the endings of principal and subordinate clauses (progredient and terminal syntagms)
in two syntagm sentences have been compared in order to determine intonation contour of a complex whole. The
analysis of acoustic parameter shows that there is a maximum fall of melodiousness, weakening of intensity and
delay of pronunciation speed at the end of terminal intonation contour. The acoustic parameters show that
relevant features of terminal intonation contour is located at the end of terminal syntagm. The fall of intonation
contour within the analyzed complexes show the border between syntagms. While the weakening of the tone is
specific to the end of progredient and terminal syntagms it is constant and minimal indicator at the end of the
terminal syntagm. (regardless of the sentence being principal or subordinate clause). The melodiousness is
variable at the end of progredient syntagm, i.e., it is either equal to the total relative average value of the syntagm
or below the average relative value. Acoustic analysis of the components of a complex whole- principal and
subordinate clauses- shows that the intonation contour of the components of a syntactic complex is not
dependent on the order of principal and subordinate clauses.
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